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Abstract—This paper presents a system with experimental comple-
ment to a simulation work for early breast tumor detection. The ex-
periments are conducted using commercial Ultrawide-Band (UWB)
transceivers, Neural Network (NN) based Pattern Recognition (PR)
software for imaging and proposed breast phantoms for homogenous
and heterogeneous tissues. The proposed breast phantoms (homoge-
neous and heterogeneous) and tumor are constructed using available
low cost materials and their mixtures with minimal effort. A specific
glass is used as skin. All the materials and their mixtures are con-
sidered according to the ratio of the dielectric properties of the breast
tissues. Experiments to detect tumor are performed in regular noisy
room environment. The UWB signals are transmitted from one side
of the breast phantom (for both cases) and received from opposite side
diagonally repeatedly. Using discrete cosine transform (DCT) of these
received signals, a Neural Network (NN) module is developed, trained
and tested. The tumor existence, size and location detection rates for
both cases are highly satisfactory, which are approximately: (i) 100%,
95.8% and 94.3% for homogeneous and (ii) 100%, 93.4% and 93.1%
for heterogeneous cases respectively. This gives assurance of early de-
tection and the practical usefulness of the developed system in near
future.

1. INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer detection using Ultrawide-Band (UWB) imaging is
under investigation [1–12]. The main principle in UWB imaging
application is the use of contrast in dielectric properties among different
breast tissues [5, 6, 13]. Several successful works have been done
using numerical breast model [2, 3, 6]. Byrne et al. conducted an
investigation on several of these numerical models and the Confocal
Microwave Imaging (CMI) algorithms to evaluate the performance of
each beamformer [14]. O’Halloran et al. suggested an improvement to
some of these algorithms by selecting subset of the received scattered
signals to overcome the heterogeneous tissues effects [15]. This method
faces difficulty to distinguishing between tumor and glandular tissue
effect. Klemm et al. and Lazaro et al. stated that up to date there
have been few experimental breast-imaging radar systems reported
in the open literature [16, 17]. To the best of our knowledge, there
has been only one attempt to use heterogeneous breast phantom in
UWB imaging system [18] with several limitations. First, the authors
stated that the whole heterogeneous materials were not suitable to
mimic the breast phantom. Second, the considered shape of the
phantom was cylindrical and not a realistic breast shape. In addition,
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in order to make correct detection, they had to get the phantom
image twice (with and without tumor) which would not be feasible
for clinical implementation. Experimental works have been reported
in [1, 4, 5, 7, 18] for homogeneous breast phantom using some devices
including costly Vector Network Analyzer (VNA). However, the widely
used confocal method depends on the knowledge of the exact size
and relative permittivity of the homogeneous breast under test to
determine the UWB signals travelling time. This is necessary for any
signal focusing algorithm. The relative permittivity is obtainable in the
experimental work but difficult to be known clinically. Also the actual
human breast is heterogeneous (glandular) and not homogeneous. This
makes it very hard to be implemented clinically. So far, mixture of
various percentages of soy oil and gelatin are the mostly used materials
to mimic breast fatty tissues. A different percentage of oil and water
have been used to construct heterogeneous and tumor tissues in some
works [1, 5, 7, 18, 19]. In almost all the previous studies, the breast
phantoms have been constructed to be used for relatively longer time.
But it is found that the water content migrates with time which may
produce inconsistent results [7, 18] to use those phantoms for longer
duration.

Here, we propose a user friendly and cost effective UWB imaging
system for early breast tumor detection without using VNA. It consists
of commercial UWB signal generator with transceiver, a developed
complete software module including Neural Network (NN) model for
detection and two breast phantoms for temporary and immediate use.
We have fabricated homogenous and heterogeneous breast phantoms
for our experiment with available low-cost materials, and minimum
effort.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the
full system including the method of constructing the breast phantoms
and tumor tissues, experimental data collection, NN training and
testing, followed by results, and finally the conclusion.

2. SYSTEM SCENARIO

2.1. The Experimental System Configuration

Figure 1 shows the experimental system set-up. The UWB transmitter
(Tx) and receiver (Rx) are connected to a PC using Ethernet hub
and can be controlled through the PC. The breast phantom is
placed between the transmitter and receiver. The tumor is placed
along the line between the transmit and receive antennas initially.
The software interface with the UWB devices gives the ability to
run both transmitter and receiver Graphical User Interface (GUI)
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Figure 1. Experimental system set-up scenario.

simultaneously. At any time, the received signal waveform can be
captured and seen in the PC monitor through GUI (as shown in
Figure 1) without the use of VNA.

2.2. UWB Transceiver

We have used Time Domain product called UWB PulsOn device [20]
as UWB transmitter and receiver. It works with center frequency of
4.7GHz and bandwidth of 3.2GHz. It uses Omni directional antennas,
packet format for transmission and shows the received waveform in
time domain. Usually, the Omni directional antennas shows lower
efficiency, hence we have designed and used UWB directional antennas
for performance optimization (this is not the focus of this paper and
not discussed here).

2.3. Material Investigation for Breast Phantom and Tumor
Construction

In [8], the dielectric properties (permittivity and conductivity) of
the breast tissues were obtained from [21]. The exact dielectric
properties values are not important. The most important metrics are
the ratios between the dielectric properties values for different breast
tissues [4, 5], which is approximately, fatty-tissue : skin : glandular-
tissue : tumor ∼ 1 : (1.5 to 5) : (2 to 4) : (9 to 10 or more) [7, 22].
According to some research, even these ratios are not fixed and may
vary [2, 5, 6, 13, 18, 22, 23].

The dielectric properties are dependent on the water contents of
the tissue [18, 22, 24, 25]. We have tried to create tumor and glandular
tissues with different dielectric constant values by changing the water
to wheat flour ratio. By mixing water and wheat flour in various weight
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Figure 2. Relative permittivity for various water to wheat flour ratios.

Figure 3. Agilent N5230A VNA with HP 85070B dielectric probe.

quantities, we can get mixtures with various dielectric properties.
Figure 2 shows the water to wheat flour ratios versus the permittivity
at certain frequencies. The measurement is done using Agilent N5230A
VNA and HP 85070B dielectric coaxial probe as show in Figure 3.
In terms of permittivity ratio, we have found that petroleum jelly
and a specific type of glass are closer to the breast fatty tissue and
the skin respectively. The glass is lossless material and its dielectric
property is considered according to [26]. It is only 1.6 (mm) thick, so
its lossless effect is minimal. Figures 4 and 5 show the permittivity
and conductivity of various materials in the frequency range of 2–
12GHz. The dielectric properties of the considered materials at
4.7GHz frequency are shown in Table 1.

2.3.1. Tumor Tissue Construction

There are two tumor types namely: benign and malignant. They have
different features. Conceicao et al. tried to distinguish between them
based on radar target signatures [27]. In our study, we have only used
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Table 1. Dielectric properties of the used materials at 4.7 GHz.

Breast

phantom part
Material Permittivity

Conductivity

(S/M)

Fatty tissue Pure petroleum jelly 2.36 0.012

Tumor
Mixture of water and

wheat flour (55%)
23 2.57

Skin Glass 3.5–10 negligible

Figure 4. Relative permittivity of the various used materials.

Figure 5. Conductivity of the various used materials.
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malignant tissue and did not consider the difference between these two
types.

Tumor is constructed by mixing 10 g of wheat flour to 5.5 g of
water. This produces a mixture of water to wheat flour ration 55% with
permittivity 23 and conductivity of 2.57 (S/M) at frequency 4.7 GHz.
This mixture is used to construct tumor for various sizes and inserted
in breast phantoms for experimental detection. From Figure 2 and
Table 1, the permittivity of this mixture is 23. So, the tumor to fatty
breast tissue permittivity ratio is 9.7 : 1 which is close to the value
reported in [7]. Table 2 shows the considered tumor sizes corresponding
to their locations inside breast phantoms. Only x-coordinate of tumor
is varied to ease our experiment.

Table 2. Combinations of tumor size and location used for
experiments. The surface of the glass is assumed to be z = 0 (mm).

Tumor sizes

in diameter (mm)

Tumor locations (x, y, z) (mm)

(w.r.t transmitter)

1.0 (10, 0,−4) (20, 0,−4) (50, 0,−4) (70, 0,−4)

2.0 (15, 0,−4) (20, 0,−4) (55, 0,−4) (75, 0,−4)

4.5 (10, 0,−4) (20, 0,−4) (60, 0,−4) (75, 0,−4)

6.0 (25, 0,−4) (40, 0,−4) (65, 0,−4) (75, 0,−4)

7.5 (30, 0,−4) (40, 0,−4) (60, 0,−4) (70, 0,−4)

2.3.2. Homogenous Breast Phantom

A glass of hemispherical shape with 100 (mm) diameter, 50 (mm)
height and about 1.6 (mm) thick is used as skin. Its shape is similar to
patient breast in prone position. Here, the prone position is considered
due to its better performance in terms of Single-to-Clutter Ration
(SCR) and Signal-to-Mean Ration (SMR) [28].

To imitate the fatty breast tissue, it is filled with pure petroleum
jelly. Figure 6 shows a 4.5 (mm) tumor located at 75 (mm) from
transmitter. Two other tumors with size 4.5 (mm) and 1 (mm)
can be seen at the upper and lower right corners of the same figure
respectively.

2.3.3. Heterogeneous Breast Phantom

The breast usually contains glandular tissues which have higher
dielectric properties values [22] than the adipose tissues. It has been
decided to use 100 : 50 : 37 a mixture of petroleum jelly, soy oil
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Figure 6. A 4.5 (mm) tumor lo-
cated at 75 (mm) from transmit-
ter. A 4.5 (mm) and 1 (mm) tu-
mors are shown in upper and lower
right corners respectively.

Figure 7. Heterogeneous con-
struction materials before mix-
ing.

Table 3. Heterogeneous breast fatty tissue mixed materials at
4.7GHz.

Breast fatty tissue contents Weight (g) Permittivity Conductivity (S/M)

Petroleum jelly 152.3 2.36 0.012

soy oil 76.1 2.7 0.061

Water to flour ratio (25%) 57 6.98 0.785

and water to wheat flour ratio of 25% to make the breast totally
heterogeneous. Figure 7 shows the used materials before mixing and
Table 3 shows the materials with their weights used to mimic this part.
The rest of the experiment is similar to the setup used for homogenous
case.

We have not included the chest representation on our phantom
because of the difficulty to insert the tumor inside the phantom. Here,
the effect of the chest is minimal since in our measurement, the tumor is
detected only when it is along the straight line between the transmitter
and receiver.

2.4. Discrete Cosine Transform and Feature Extraction

In [8], UWB signals in time domain were used. Those signals were
sampled to obtain the feature vector to train the NN model. PulsOn
device does not show the time relation between the transmitted and
the received signals, it only shows the waveform. So, it is impossible
to sample the received signals at the same instance of time. The
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Figure 8. UWB signal waveform received by UWB device and its
DCT for tumor of size 1 (mm) placed at a distance 50 (mm) from
transmitter.

Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) is a sum of infinitely many cosines
basis functions in different frequencies with varying amplitudes [29].
It can approximate any signal, hence we have used DCT. Applying
DCT to the same data obtained through simulation in [8], gives tumor
existence, size and location detection rate at about 100%, 86.9% and
80.4% respectively. Figure 8 shows a received UWB signal correspond
to tumor with size 1 (mm) located at 50 (mm) from transmitter and
its DCT.

2.5. Neural Network

Initially, a two-layer simple back-propagation feed-forward NN model
has been constructed and trained for experimental tumor existence
with size and location detection individually. It had one hidden layer of
3 nodes and an output layer with one node for detecting tumor location
or size respectively. Then, these two NN modules were integrated and
tested to make one with higher efficiency. The developed model and
considered parameters are similar to [8] except the number of layers.
Existence of tumor is decided by the positive output from both NN
architectures. MatLab 7 is used to calculate DCT and to construct
the NN model. Each received UWB signal using the UWB transceiver
consists of 6400 points. Since large DCT values appear in the range
of 50-300, it has been used to construct the feature vector of the NN.
The generalization test of the NN model has been performed using
cross-validation method.
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2.6. The Experimental Data Collection and Detection

The procedures to collect the data and to detect the tumor in 2D are
similar to the procedures presented in [8]. However, in this work, the
feature vector contains the DCT of the signals. The whole system for
experimental data collection and detection process is shown in Figure 9.
Here, only the commercial UWB Tx-Rx with PC connectors is utilized,
the rest are proposed and developed by us eliminating the need of

Training phase?

Yes 

Trained NN 

No

Breast phantom 

prototype 

Homo./Hetero.

Received Time Domain UWB Signals

Physical

Tumor 

UWB Tx

Manual Interface 

MatLab Feature Extraction Processing 

(Discrete Cosine Transform DCT) 

Training Validation Testing

NN model

Performance ok? 

Output (Location, Size)

Yes 

No

UWB Rx

 

Figure 9. Experimental and data collection process.
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VNA. The system prototype consists of a UWB Tx-Rx, one PC and
our developed software package module (installed in the PC). Hence
the system is VNA free, user friendly and affordable in terms of cost.

To generate experimental data, the following steps are used:
1) The UWB transmitter and receiver are placed diagonally at

opposite sides of the breast phantom (Figure 9).
2) Activate the transmitter through PC to transmit 4.7GHz

(center frequency) UWB signal.
3) Capture the received signal from the receiver through PC and

save it.
4) Send the received signals to processing module for DCT and

best complement detection (when the tumor is in line with Tx-Rx
pair [8]).

5) Send the processed data to NN model for training, validation
and testing until the performance is satisfactory.

6) Repeat the Steps 1–6 for each pair of tumor size and location
in Table 2. The UWB transceiver is used to transmit and receive three
different UWB signals to generate as maximum number of signals as
possible for better NN training.

The whole experimental data generation has been done for both
homogeneous and heterogeneous phantoms.

The trained NN is interfaced with an output visualization module.
The output is in terms of (Location, Size) pair and virtual image (of
breast and tumor) visualization.
• If both values are positive in (Location, Size) pair (i.e., (+ve,

+ve)) indicates tumor existence and corresponding virtual image
showing the tumor position and size within breast dimension.

• If either or both values are negative in (Location, Size) pair (i.e.,
(−ve, +ve) or (+ve, −ve) or (−ve, −ve)) indicates healthy breast
and corresponding virtual image of breast dimension only.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Homogenous Breast Phantom

The average absolute error is calculated using Equation (1).

E =
1
n

∑
tn − yn (1)

where tn is the target vector, yn is the predicted value by the NN and
n is the number of samples. However, the relative performance rate
can be calculated using Equation (2).

Ei =
max(yi, ti)−min(yi, ti)

max(yi, ti)
(2)
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where yi are the predicted values and ti are the targets.
The achieved experimental tumor existence detection rate is

approximately 100%.
Using Equation (1), the absolute tumor size and location detection

rates are 95.8% and 94.3% respectively, which is in agreement with the
simulation results in [8]. Table 4 shows relative performance detection
rate of tumor size using Equation (2). Negative value for actual tumor
size means there is no tumor. Corresponding to the negative input
(actual), the negative output value (predicted tumor size) insures the

Table 4. Relative performance detection accuracy of tumor size in the
homogeneous breast phantom. Negative value means no tumor exists.

Data

groups

Actual

tumor

size (mm)

Predicted

tumor

size (mm)

Relative

performance %

Training

data

(partial)

6.00 6.31 95.09

2.00 1.96 98.00

−1.00 −0.95 100.00

4.50 4.91 91.65

1.00 1.91 52.36

2.00 2.27 88.11

4.50 4.92 91.46

1.00 1.93 51.81

6.00 6.31 95.09

6.00 6.38 94.04

−1.00 −0.95 100.00

2.00 2.41 82.99

6.00 6.36 94.34

Validating data

2.00 1.93 96.50

2.00 1.99 99.50

4.50 4.31 95.78

6.00 6.11 98.20

7.50 6.54 87.20

Testing data

6.00 6.53 91.88

−1.00 −0.92 100.00

2.00 1.92 96.00

2.00 2.25 88.89

7.50 6.54 87.20

2.00 2.83 70.67
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accuracy and efficiency of tumor detection rate in our system. This is
true for all cases. The relative performance detection rate for tumor
location is similar.

3.2. Heterogeneous Breast Phantom

The tumor existence detection rate of approximately 100% is also
achieved in heterogeneous breast phantom experimental setup. Using
Equation (1), the absolute tumor size and location detection rates are
93.4% and 93.1% respectively. It should be mentioned here that the
most important achievement is the tumor existence detection in its
possible earliest stage. The accuracy in detecting the exact location
is not so important. Here inaccuracy by one or two centimeter is not
severe as due to this further medical diagnoses or removal operation
will not be affected much. The same principle applies to tumor size
detection. As far as the tumor is detected, specifying the exact size is
not crucial. Table 5 shows the relative performance accuracy of tumor
location detection rate.

Figure 10 shows the GUI of our system output in terms of virtual
image for heterogeneous breast phantom. It shows, a tumor of size 2
(mm) and location at 55 (mm along x-axis) is detected as: size 2.83
(mm) and location at 56.3 (mm) respectively.

Figure 10. System output with GUI showing virtual image of a tumor
of size 2.83 (mm) at location 56.3 (mm).

Figure 11 shows a comparison between the simulation [8] and
experimental results for the homogenous breast phantom for various
tumor sizes. Figure 12 shows similar results for various tumor
locations. The simulation was conducted for homogeneous breast
phantom only using planner waves to propagate through it. Both
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figures show that the experimental results are sometimes better than or
in agreement with the simulation results. Even though, the simulation
setup is an ideal environment, the experiment work which is done in
noisy normal room shows better results. This could be because of
the use of actual UWB Tx-Rx, antennas, signals and DCT. Also, the
number of signal value points obtained in the experimental work is

Table 5. Tumor location relative performance detection rate in the
heterogeneous case.

Data

groups

Actual tumor

location (mm)

Predicted tumor

location (mm)

Relative

performance %

Training data

(partial)

−1.00 −0.92 100

20.0 20.5 97.56

25.0 32.8 76.22

55.0 54.3 98.73

60.0 60.5 99.17

10.0 18.9 52.91

50.0 47.5 95.00

30.0 30.4 98.68

20.0 18.9 94.50

75.0 70.5 94.00

60.0 58.7 97.83

25.0 21.8 87.20

70.0 73.2 95.63

−1.00 −0.92 100

40.0 31.8 79.50

10.0 19.8 50.51

65.0 64.1 98.62

Validating

data

20.0 20.9 95.69

15.0 19.0 78.95

60.0 59.2 98.67

25.0 19.4 77.60

60.0 66.5 90.23

Testing

data

40.0 34.0 85.00

−1.00 −0.92 100

75.0 68.1 90.80

15.0 21.0 71.43

60.0 61.5 97.56

55.0 21.2 38.55
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Figure 11. Some actual vs. predicted tumor sizes from both
simulation and homogeneous experimental work.

Figure 12. Some actual vs. predicted tumor locations from both
simulation and homogenous experimental work.

much larger than the simulation work.
Comparison of our results with related experimental studies using

homogeneous breast medium [1, 4] shows some improvement as shown
in Table 6. Even though the experiments setup are not similar, our
study shows 2.7% improvement in tumor size detection compared to
results presented in [4], whereas it is about 0.3% improvement in
tumor location detection. Result reported in [1] shows about 1.2%
improvement in tumor location detection compared to our result.
However, the tumor size detection is not included in that study.
The previous studies have not investigated about the tumor existence
detection performed instead they tested for location and/or size
while tumor existence is already known. In our system, NN testing
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Table 6. Comparison of tumor size and location detection rates (for
homogeneous phantom) with other studies using Equation (1).

Tumor size detection rate
Tumor location

detection rate

Our study (homogeneous) 95.8% 94.3%

Study in [4] 93.1% 94%

Study in [1] not reported 95.5%

set contains some signals correspond to tumor existence and some
for tumor absence and approximately up to 100% tumor existence
detection rate has been achieved.

4. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a new, easy and cost-effective method to construct
homogeneous and heterogeneous breast phantoms, and tumor using
available materials. The tumor is constructed by controlling the water
content ratio in the water-wheat flour mix. They are for temporary
use as the water content migrates with time.

A VNA free complete system prototype is developed for
experimental early breast tumor detection. It is user friendly,
affordable and consists of UWB Tx-Rx with PC connectors, one PC
and our developed software package module (installed in the PC)
including interfacing, NN module and GUIs. So, the system is suitable
to be used both by doctors in the hospital, and the end users at home
for regular breast monitoring.

Experiments to detect tumors are performed in regular noisy room
environment for both phantom cases using the developed system. The
tumor existence, size and location detection rates for both cases are
highly satisfactory with almost 100% assurance of early detection in
case of any which has not been obtained in any previous work. Hence,
the efficiency and superiority of our system is apparent followed by the
very early detection and possible saving of precious human life in near
future.

When detecting tumor existence, it is desirable to distinguish
between the malignant and benign types. The same breast phantoms
are currently under investigation to achieve this goal.
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